
STEP i  Tear one collection card from the paper dispenser.
STEP ii  Wipe the suspected area with the sticky side of the 
  paper or place a small amount of the substance on 
  the collection card. 
STEP iii  Shake the aerosol canister well.
STEP iv  Spray the paper briefly from a distance of 10 cm (4”).
STEP v  when presumptively positive, A blue / turquoise color 
  will appear.
  
         Cocaine     Strong blue immediately
         pcp     Strong blue within 10 seconds
         methaqualone    Strong blue within 10 seconds
         GBL     medium Blue within 10 seconds
         mdpv     blue within 10 seconds
         ephedrine    blue within 10 seconds
         Crack     blue spots within 10 seconds
         Buprenorphine    blue spots within 10 seconds  
          methadone    blue spots within 10 seconds
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If a positive reaction occurs, submit the evidence for further laboratory 
analysis according to your agency’s protocol. 
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STEP i  Tear one collection card from the paper dispenser.
STEP ii  Wipe the suspected area with the sticky side of the 
  paper or place a small amount of the substance on 
  the collection card. 
STEP iii  Shake the aerosol canister well.
STEP iv  Spray the paper briefly from a distance of 10 cm (4”).
STEP v  Observe for a color other than the light yellow 
  background color of the reagent.
  perform a blank test if you’re not familiar with the background color.

step vi  Compare the color to the chart on the label of this 
  canister. If the color matches then the test is positive 
  for this substance.

If a positive reaction occurs, submit the evidence for further laboratory 
analysis according to your agency’s protocol. 
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